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scBS-seq for profiling DNA methylation in single 
cells

Smallwood, Lee et al 2014



Multi-omics allows epigenomic profiling and cell 
type classification

scM&T-seq: Angermueller, Clark, Lee, Macaulay et al 2016



scNMT-seq: chromatin state via methylase 
accessibility

NOMe-seq: Kelly et al 2012



scNMT-seq: chromatin state via methylase 
accessibility

scNMT-seq: Clark, Argelaguet  et al 2018



scNMT-seq allows discovery of regulatory 
relationships

Methylation vs ExpressionAccessibility vs Expression Methylation vs Accessibility

scNMT-seq: Clark, Argelaguet  et al 2018



scNMT-seq of 1,105 cells from 4 stages of mouse development

Total 2,524 cells for RNA-seq



Reconstructed developmental trajectory using 3 
omics 



Lineage-specific enhancer hypo-methylation and 
accessibility

Ectoderm Enhancers Mesoderm Enhancers Endoderm Enhancers
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Hierarchical epigenetic model for the primary 
germ layers

Argelaguet, Clark, Mohammed, Stapel et al 2019



Is this the molecular basis of default neuro-ectoderm 
path?



Combining single-cell sequencing with genetic 
perturbations



Background

●Methylation mutants are embryonic lethal (usually around gastrulation)

●Precise role of methylation in development / lineage decisions is not well 
understood

●Use single-cell RNA-seq to characterise cell types at gastrulation (E7.5, 
E8.5)

●Use scNMT-seq to measure methylation defects in a subset 

Okano et al., Cell, 
1999 

E9.5 Dnmt3a/b-/-

Dai et al., Nature 
2016 

E7.5 Tet1/2/3-/-



scRNA-seq of Tet TKO chimaeras

Map cell types to comprehensive scRNA-seq 
atlas (Pijuan-Sala et al 2019)



scRNA-seq of Tet TKO chimaeras

Map cell types to comprehensive scRNA-seq 
atlas (Pijuan-Sala et al 2019)



Blood and neural crest are depleted in TKO



Blood trajectory is perturbed in TKO



scNMT-seq of embryo cells flow-sorted for blood

Stain for markers of haematopoiesis:
CD41+ = blood cells
KDR+ = haematoendothelial progenitors



scNMT-seq of blood enriched WT and TKO cells



Global methylation is modestly increased in Tet TKO



Blood cells are de-methylated independent of Tet enzymes



Tet dependent de-methylation of lineage specific ATAC peaks
Blood progenitor cells Erythroids



Tet dependent de-methylation of lineage specific ATAC peaks is universal

Pharyngeal_mesoderm cells Blood progenitor cells Erythroids

Clark, Argelaguet, Lohoff et al 2022



Expanding the embryo multi-omic atlas



A multi-omics atlas of mouse early organogenesis

● ~60k cells: 
○ E7.5, E7.75, E8.0, E8.25, E8.5

Celltype specific cis-regulatory regions - useful for DNAme analysis!



FOXA2 FOXB1

FOXC1 FOXC2

FOXD1 FOXE3

Motif redundancy within the same family of TFsMany TF motifs observed within individual ATAC peaks (600 bp)

Challenges of linking TFs to cis-regulatory elements



A simple model that combines three 
sources of information to predict TF 
binding sites:
(1) Overall peak accessibility
(2) Motif score
(3) Correlation between TF RNA 

expression and peak accessibility

Prediction of TF binding sites (in silico ChIP-seq library)



In silico ChiP-seq example FOXA2



Dynamics of cis-regulatory regions bound by Brachyury 
suggests priming



Transition between NMPs 
and pre-somitic mesoderm 
is impaired

in silico KO of Brachyury



Experimental validation: Brachyury KO profiled with 
multiome



Pijuan-Sala et al. 2019

Argelaguet et al 2022 (BioRxiv)

Brachyury KO NMPs unable to move to pre-somitic 
mesoderm



Summary

● We can use single-cell multi-omics to learn new biology
● Epigenomic profiles associated with the ectoderm fate are established as early 

as the E4.5 epiblast. In contrast, profiles associated with meso/endoderm are 
only established on differentiation into these cell types

●Tet-dependent de-methylation is required for lineage-specific enhancer de—
methylation. And formation of the primitive blood lineage.

●Atlas of transcriptome and chromatin accessibility for > 60,000 cells in 
organogenesis and cell type specific annotation of cis-regulatory elements

●In silico ChIP-seq by combining transcription factor expression and motif 
accessibility

●Priming of mesodermal genes by Brachyury shown in silico and validated 
experimentally



Babraham facilities

Flow cytometry

Sequencing

Bioinformatics

Contact: sclark@altoslabs.com
scNMT-seq atlas: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-019-1825-8
TET knockout: https://doi.org/10.1186/s13059-022-02762-3
Multiome atlas: https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.06.15.496239
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